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Cloudscape Comics Media Kit
“Connecting the BC comics community since 2007”
http://www.cloudscapecomics.com

History
In 2007, Jeff Ellis was an aspiring young comic artist in Vancouver, BC. He was a frequent participant
in the Vancouver Comics Jam, a monthly “drink and draw” where he and other local artists would
create collective comics, one panel at a time, over pints of beer. Jeff saw unique artistic perspectives in
many of the other Comics Jam attendees, different from both comics' superhero mainstream and the
depressing and often repetitive autobiographic stories popular with many underground comics. Jeff felt
these artists deserved the opportunity to create something grand.
"I had a dream that I wanted to boost local comics in Vancouver.” He convinced select members of the
Comics Jam to form a Facebook fan page, and this in turn attracted other talented individuals. Together,
they decided to organize regular meetings at Our Town Cafe in Vancouver. These meetings soon turned
into a weekly event, though eventually the venue moved a few blocks south to the Grind Gallery and
Coffee Bar. It was here that the members worked hard to develop their artistic abilities and when the
time came to choose a name, they dubbed themselves “Cloudscape” in honour of the city's rainy
weather.
“The next idea that came to us,” says Jeff, “was, 'hey, we have all of these artists making comics –
rather than spending money to do our own individual works, why don’t we work together and pool our
resources to publish something?' That’s where our first volume came from: Robots, Pine Trees, &
Broken Hearts. It was a 48-page floppy comic, and doing that encouraged us to keep going.”
In 2008, the book was published, featuring nine stories by local artists, and could be proudly featured in
the comic stores that the contributors frequented. This was the first Cloudscape anthology, the first of
many. It showed Jeff and his fellow artists what they were capable of, that together they could create a
graphic novel. It made them for hungry for more.
The second book, Historyonics, appeared soon after, in the same year. It was more than double the size
of Robots, and was also the first Cloudscape book to centre around a particular theme, in this case that
of stories set in the past. This individual theme for each anthology fast became a Cloudscape
trademark, making each book a unique experience and encouraging all the artists to always push
themselves in new storytelling directions.
2009 witnessed Funday Sunnies, a tribute to the old weekend comic strips, and the first Cloudscape
collection published in colour. This was an important step for the organization, as it proved their ability
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to improve the quality of their books in new directions and it showed their willingness to take on new
artistic challenges.
In 2010, Funday Sunnies was followed by Exploded View, an anthology with a cover by popular manga
artist Camilla d'Errico, and whose stories focused on the relationships between humans and machines
in future worlds.
Then 2011 saw an even more ambitious project: 21 Journeys, a thick full-colour graphic novel with
contributions from twenty-five artists centred around travel and self-discovery, and with a cover by
comics legend Steve Rolston.
Lastly, in 2012, Cloudscape published its sixth anthology, Giants of Main Street, with a cover drawn by
Steve LeCouilliard, creator of the Xeric grant-winning Much the Millar’s Son. As part of the company’s
continued mission to give each anthology its own unique identity, this anthology’s theme is tales of
fantasy and magic set within urban environments. The survivors of a horrible wizard-war, the Minotaur
howling in his Labyrinth, a man haunted by goblins, and many more weird and wonderful individuals
haunt the phantasmagoric urban realms of the newest Cloudscape graphic novel.
2012 also marked Cloudscape’s movement from the Grind to its own Cloudscape HQ on the top floor
of South Memorial Park's fieldhouse at 5955 Ross Street, which now serves as a meeting place for
members and a resource centre for creating comics.
The Cloudscape Comics Society continues to expand, both in size of membership and in artistic
ambition. It is always pushing forward with new ideas, new formats in which to display its comics, new
ways to push the members to their potential. In the short years since its creation, Cloudscape has
become a staple of the BC comics scene and a focus for the community of local comic artists.
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Future Projects
Cloudscape’s next anthology, Waterlogged: Tales from the Seventh Sea, will feature ocean-related
stories and will be published later this year. Furthermore, Cloudscape is currently organizing an online
anthology featuring stories about fictional Canadian heroes.
The Society was also heavily involved in the creation of a bold new comic book convention: the
Vancouver Comic Arts Festival (VanCaf), a week-long celebration of independent comic creators and
the comic medium that first appeared this May. VanCaf brought in comic creators from all over North
America and was a great success.
As the Cloudscape Comics Society continues to grow, it constantly seeks new ways to expand the
scope of its members. Many Cloudscape artists do commissions for various people and the organization
has become more involved in that process, facilitating the involvement of its artists with new clients. In
all its projects, Cloudscape remains dedicated to the advancement of the comics medium in BC and the
talented artists involved.
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Cloudscape Community

From the 9 original contributors, Cloudscape has grown to more than 60 members. These individuals
range from seasoned professionals wishing for bold new projects and an engaging community to those
just becoming involved in the medium who are interested in artist guidance and a support group to help
them develop their understanding of this fascinating medium.
Their artistic styles range from manga to comic strip humor, underground comics, and more serious
dramatic pieces. Among the Cloudscape Comic Society's wide variety of contributors are Angela
Melick, creator of the incredibly popular webcomic Wasted Talent, alternative poet Ray Hsu, prominent
underground cartoonist Colin Upton, respected manga artist Chloe Chan, American-Israeli cartoonist
Miriam Libicki, creator of VanCAF Shannon Campbell, and Wei Li, Jonathon Dalton, and Steve
LeCouilliard, whose graphic novels all were winners of Xeric grants.
The Society meets every Wednesday evening at Cloudscape Comics HQ at the South Memorial Park
fieldhouse so both aspiring and experienced artists can network, exchange ideas, and perfect their craft
in a supportive environment. These meetings have forged strong artist collaborations and facilitated the
spread of ideas and kinship among the BC comics community. It is here that less experienced artists
receive advice and support needed to develop their art, while more experienced members blossom from
the exposure to numerous other artistic perspectives. The creation of art is often a lonely, even
isolating, occupation and through the Cloudscape meetings, numerous artists have found a fulfilling
artistic environment.
In addition, Cloudscape members provide free classes and presentations, working with such institutions
as the Sunset Community Centre and the Vancouver Public Library to inspire and guide the next
generation of comic book creators.
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Biographies
A sampling of those artists who contribute to Cloudscape.
Jeff Ellis

The president and founder of the Cloudscape Comics Society, Jeff Ellis has overseen the development
of all their anthologies and continues to be the driving force behind the organization. Though Jeff has
created comics in numerous styles, many of his stories derive from real events, either personal
experiences or anecdotes of his family members. He is the artist and co-writer of Teach English in
Japan, a webcomic based on shared experiences teaching English in Asia.
Jonathon Dalton

The vice-president and communications officer of Cloudscape, Jonathon Dalton has been an important
contributor since the first anthology. Over the course of his artistic career, he has developed numerous
stories, most of which draw upon his love of history or speculative fiction. Along with his stories in the
Cloudscape anthologies, Jonathon is probably best known for his science fiction serial A Mad TeaParty and his Mayan graphic novel Lords of Death and Life, winner of a Xeric grant. A teacher of many
years, Jonathon co-writes Teach English in Japan with Jeff.
Colin Upton

Though not a board member, Colin Upton is a pivotal member of Cloudscape Comics. Certainly the
society's most seasoned artist, he started creating comics in 1985 as part of the developing Canadian
small press comics scene. Colin is best known for his minicomics, small comic books that he produces
himself and which frequently have autobiographical subjects, such as Colin's problems with diabetes or
his frustration over the recent Vancouver Olympics. His book Colin Upton's Other Big Thing was
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published by the respected art-house comic publisher Fantagraphics and Colin was also featured in
Invaders from the North by John Bell, a book that analyzes the development of the comics medium in
Canada.
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Cloudscape Anthologies

The Cloudscape series of anthologies is known for its variety of artists and subject matter. Manga
artists, underground cartoonists, book illustrators, poets, autobiographers, humorists, fantasy artists,
and many others produce stories that capture each member's unique vision. Cloudscape has so far
created six collections, each one with a very different feel.
1. Robots, Pine Trees & Broken Hearts (2008). The anthology that started it all. Stories by 8
local artists, each one with their own perspective. It includes “Tails of the Lucky 7,” an
anecdote by Jeff Ellis about his grandfather's difficulties with rats and “Travelling Through
Inertia,” a metaphysical exploration by Severine Leibundgut.
2. Historyonics (2008). 14 artists tell their own tales of history and the past. Among the graphic
novel's stories are Colin Upton's story of his father's wartime experience in “What Did You Do
During the Cold War, Daddy?” and a tale of “Much the Miller's Son,” from Steve LeCouilliard's
Xeric grant-winning webcomic about Robin Hood's least merry man. The collection also
includes the ghost story “Storm Ship” by webcartoonist Angela Melick, an excerpt of which
was selected by the National Post newspaper for one of its “Comic Corner” instalments.
3. Funday Sunnies (2009). 17 artists deliver tributes to Sunday coloured comic strips. It includes
a comic from Angela Melick's incredibly popular webcomic Wasted Talent as well as “Lil'
Ulysses in Chicago” by Jonathon Dalton, a parody of Little Nemo in Slumberland that received
special mention in the acclaimed anthology Best American Comics 2010.
4. Exploded View (2010). 25 artists reveal visions of the future, a multitude of worlds filled with
robots and other strange technology, and with a cover illustrated by local comic legend Camilla
d'Errico. Among the stories is Jonathon Dalton's “Uncanny Likeness,” about the problems that
result when a person inherits his brother’s disturbingly lifelike robot maid, and Wei Li's
“Conversations at Hara's,” about a lonely man who has a long conversation with a department
store's hologram.
5. 21 Journeys (2011). 25 artists tell tales of travel, adventure, and self-discovery, with a cover by
prominent comic artist Steve Rolston. The stories include “Futures of the Past,” an experimental
comic by alternative poet Ray Hsu and manga artist Chloe Chan, as well as “Of Death and
Wandering” by Anise Shaw and Wei Li, in which a teacher suffering from an extreme head
injury must struggle with a strange emotional “deadness” that affects her relationship with her
students, and “The Final Stretch,” a lushly coloured piece by video game artist Edison Yan that
juxtaposes the lives of a young man and a salmon.
6. Giants of Main Street (2012). 22 artists spin sagas of fantasy and magic set within cities, with
a cover by Steve LeCouilliard. The stories include “Fallen Star” by Bevan Thomas and Ksenia
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Kozhevnikova, a deeply psychological interpretation of “Theseus and the Minotaur” from the
Minotaur's point of view, “Brotherhood” by Shannon Campbell and Reetta Linjama, about a
young man haunted by goblins no one else can see, and “Dust” by Colin Upton, the story of a
destitute and homeless orc who languishes in misery and dreams of the age when his people
ruled and were feared.
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Contact Information
The main Cloudscape website is www.cloudscapecomics.com and contains not only information on the
anthologies, but also biographies of the contributors, examples of their comics that can be read on the
site, various articles written about Cloudscape or by its members, information places and events in BC
of interest to comic book fans and creators, and various tutorials on developing a person's skill as a
comic artist.
While numerous artists contribute to the anthologies and participate in the weekly meetings,
Cloudscape is overseen by a board of five members. Jeff Ellis, Cloudscape president, can be contacted
by phone at 778-318-7734 or by e-mail at info@cloudscapecomics.com. Any general questions should
be directed towards him. The other members of the board are:
• vice-present Jonathon Dalton (communications@cloudscapecomics.com)
• webmaster Bevan Thomas (webmaster@cloudscapecomics.com)
• promotions director Oliver McTavish-Wisden (promotions@cloudscapecomics.com)
• treasurer Christine Vivier (treasurer@cloudscapecomics.com).
As well as the main site, Cloudscape also has a section on:
• Tumblr (http://cloudscapecomics.tumblr.com/)
• Youtube (http://www.youtube.com/user/CloudscapeComics)
• DeviantArt (http://cloudscapecomics.deviantart.com/)
• Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/Cloudscape)
• Twitter (http://twitter.com/#!/cloudscapecomic)
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Testimonials
The following are testimonials from Cloudscape members about their involvement with the
organization or excerpts from reviews of Cloudscape anthologies.

From Cloudscape Members
“I would definitely not be making my webcomic if I hadn’t gained the discipline I did meeting my
deadlines for Cloudscape. I also met my co-writer Jonathon Dalton through Cloudscape. It’s meant so
much to me to see this group grow to the level it is at now, and it’s given me the drive to pursue my
own artistic career.”
-Jeff Ellis, Cloudscape president, Teach English in Japan
“We build each other up in Cloudscape, and we give each other the confidence to take on new
challenges. I doubt the process of releasing my first book, We Are the Engineers, would have gone
nearly as smoothly without the expertise of the other members of the group, or the experience of
publishing our anthologies. In turn, I’m able to share my experience of promoting comics on the web.”
-Angela Melick, Wasted Talent
“Before I moved to Vancouver and joined Cloudscape, the only other comickers I knew were on the
Internet. Having this real life network of people has made such a difference in my life. Last year I won
a Xeric award to help print my book Lords of Death and Life. I only applied for this grant because
another member, Wei Li, was doing the same. Now we have three Xeric winners in the group. For an
award given to only a handful of people in North America each year, there sure seem to be a lot of us in
Vancouver!”
-Jonathon Dalton, Lords of Death and Life, A Mad Tea-Party, Teach English in Japan.
“Vancouver has demonstrated time and time again that its many cartoonists have a voice--one that is
unique from cartoonists elsewhere in Canada--and Cloudscape has given them the opportunity to
showcase their talents in the best way possible…. Their passion and talent for comics makes their
works engaging and one-of-a-kind.”
-Shannon Campbell, organizer of the Vancouver Comics Art Festival (VanCAF).

From Reviewers
“[Giants of Main Street showcases] the up-and-coming talents of comic book ‘Can-con,’ … a giant of a
book exploring the mysteries and magic of the inner cities of our imaginations.”
-Jason Wilkins, “Broken Frontier”

“These are cutting-edge tales, each one representing a destination in the vast landscape of the comics
medium, and showcasing the talents of some of Canada’s rising stars. From slice-of-life vignettes to
downright creepy chillers, 21 Journeys isn’t simply an anthology about the trials and tribulations of
travelling abroad but a voyage through the diverse realms of the world of comics.... From the outright
abstract to the achingly realistic, 21 Journeys is a feast for the eyes and courageously displays the
technical virtuosity of its contributors.”
-Jason Wilkins, “Broken Frontier”
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“[21 Journeys has] a whole lot to like, maybe even love…. A fine addition to any bookshelf.”
-Kevin Czap, “Comix Cube”
“The collection [Exploded View] is thematically strong as well. Science fiction is a genre of many
faces, and you'll find many of them represented here: cyberspace and virtual reality, cybernetics, space
travel, rapidly-changing technology, and robots…. These elements are all used to good thematic effect,
exploring interpersonal pathos, heights of emotion, complex moral decisions, and technology's effect
on what it means to be human.”
-Jackson, “This Week in Webcomics”
“The book makes a great first impression with high quality production values and substantial heft....
With two dozen stories, there's a great variety of styles and depth in Exploded View.”
-Richard Krauss, “Midnight Fiction”
“My favorite thing about [Exploded View] is the drastic variation in art. There’s a bit of every style in it,
from manga to watercolor. As in every anthology there are some works that I enjoyed better than
others, but as a whole, Exploded View is a fantastic anthology and something worth your time to read.”
-Doc Zane, “Astonishing Reviews”
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